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INDIVIDUALITY
MEETS FLEXIBILITY
Room for the perfect appearance
in front of your target group
Whether corporate, entertainment,
sports or cultural events: We make
sure that your event inspires your clients, your guests and your audience.
The Westfalenhallen Dortmund are
able to react flexibly to your individual needs and wishes. Room capacities for up to 15,500 people are
available and our clients benefit from
a multi-functional network of halls,
which allows to combine halls and
rooms with one another. In addition,
you have the option of moving from

a smaller to a larger venue, if needed. In short: The Westfalenhallen
are sure to convince you with great
versatility; plus – in technical terms
– they score highly with a flexibility
that adapts to all event sizes required. Another crucial criteria for your
perfect stage: its location is easily
reached. From everywhere in Germany or abroad, it is easy to get to
Dortmund – either by car, train, bus
or plane.

TRADITION MEETS
MODERNITY
Benefit from our experience for your event
With us, successful event management has tradition, as our employees
have decades of experience. For
our clients, this means competent
consulting through personal contact,
extensive support and a key account
management that takes a load off
your shoulders. What else do we have
in store for you? Beautifully versatile
halls with a special atmosphere. As a
protected landmark, Westfalenhalle
1 is particularly impressive, as this is
where tradition and modernity meet,
creating a special ambience.

Another one of our venue‘s advantages is that it is located in a metropolitan area that extends as far as the
Benelux countries. Almost 5 million
people live in the Ruhr region alone!
In addition, the city of Dortmund is an
example for successful structural change: From a former mining district it
evolved to a top address for companies, eg. from the future technology
sector or research centers; plus it is
a popular shopping and university
town with a broad cultural spectrum.
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CORPORATE EVENTS

IMAGE MEETS
ENTHUSIASM
A platform that allows your company to shine
Strong support for impressive live
and experience-based marketing
events: Our project managers know
exactly what is important in order to
place new products in the spotlight
or to motivate your work force. So
how about an event design rich in
experiences, which will be a sustainable source of value for your
brand perception? From first-class
catering to exhilarating special effects, you will benefit from our allround worry-free service.

This is also the case when considering need for space. Together
with the event hall, you can book
additional trade fair space, event
locations and extra rooms without a
hassle. The latter, for example, in our
modern congress center, where you
can hold presentations, workshops
or negotiation talks. We always offer
you a well thought-through concept
of short distances that distinguishes
itself through flexible connections
and innovative design options.

CORPORATE EVENTS

COMMUNICATION
MEETS ENJOYMENT
A welcoming atmosphere for your guests
Corporate events are ideal for fostering exchange, building new contacts
or deepening existing relationships.
The culinary premium offer by our inhouse caterer ‘cateringmanufaktur‘
will provide for a delightful as well
as communicative atmosphere. We
offer a choice of tasty food and beverages for snacks, buffets or full gastronomic services for entertainment,
culture and sports events. Also good
to know: Approx. 1,000 hotel rooms

are available in the direct vicinity of
Westfalenhallen. Eg. from our company-owned Mercure Hotel Messe &
Kongress Westfalenhallen, you can
quickly and directly reach the immediately adjacent event locations.
And after the event, the enticing
metropolitan Ruhr region is waiting
for you. From Dortmund to Duisburg,
it has a wide variety of cultural offers
in store.

ENTERTAINMENT

PRECISION
MEETS TECHNOLOGY
Best entertainment guaranteed
At Westfalenhallen, you meet professionals that master the most diverse event disciplines with almost
artistic ease. From organisation to
technology, you can rely on precise
teamwork and on the fact that you
will always be able to offer the best
entertainment. Thus, we have often
hosted large circus galas, ice shows
as well as television productions,
which have succeeded in mesme-

rising their audience. We satisfy
the most sophisticated demands
and realise them as desired: The
Westfalenhallen have top-quality
technical equipment and offer everything you need for a modern event.
Should you have special technical
demands, we will see to them without delay. For us, ‘can’t be done’
does not exist!

ENTERTAINMENT

PAST MEETS FUTURE
An iconic venue and a strong network of halls
The ‘Rolling Stones’ were here, ‘Pink
Floyd’ performed their legendary
‘The Wall’ tour here and the ‘Toten
Hosen’ call it one of the greatest
venues in Germany: Among artists
and their audiences, the WestfalenHalle 1 has iconic status. Because of
its audience-friendly shape and the
special acoustics, concerts turn into
amazing experiences. In addition,
the hall’s interior space is tailor-made for engaging ‘standing-only’ rock

concerts. Our halls 2 and 3 also set
musical highlights. Booked together
they are wonderfully suited for festivals, special events or simultaneous
use on a large scale: Here you can
create a VIP area, a lounge or a chillout area. These are successfully implemented at events like the techno
festivals MAYDAY and SYNDICATE –
celebrated events that attract huge
crowds.

SPORTS

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
MEETS WORLD PREMIERE
High-class sports events on 60,000 m²
Raising the bar, over and over! We
more than satisfy this demand
coming from sports events managers and sports associations.
After all, over 30 World championships and 50 European championships have already taken place in our
facilities. Our list of premieres is surely just as impressive: in 1979, the
Handball Super Cup was invented
in the Westfalenhallen; in 1989, the
indoor Supercross competition took

place for the first time in Germany
in the Westfalenhalle 1; and so did
the world’s first indoor trail running
competition in 2012. You would
like to benefit from our extensive
experience? We make sure that our
location is aligned precisely according to your needs. Because
combining our halls makes the
flexible creation of competition sites
possible. Up to a total capacity of
60,000m², anything is possible.

CULTURE

CULTURE
MEETS PASSION
Setting the scene for the extraordinary
From musical to drama, from classical music to art performance, from
show to cabaret to exhibitions – all
of these can be staged perfectly at
Westfalenhallen, so they stay in the
visitor’s memory for a long time. After all, each hall has a high potential for transformation and offers a
multifaceted range of possibilities,
also for cultural events. Moreover,
Westfalenhalle 1 offers a convincing
arena sound system and the stage’s

proximity to the audience provides
an unforgettable event experience –
seating in corners does not exist.
The audience will also love the short
walking distances. More than 8,000
parking spaces around the halls as
well as convenient VIP parking arrangements are available. And for
accommodation close by, we recommend the Mercure Hotel Messe &
Kongress as well as five other hotels
in walking distance.

PLANNING MEETS COMPETENCE
We support you with services from a single source
HALL 3B
9,800 m²

HALL 2N
970 m²
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Another advantage: our locations offer room for events of all sizes and
we offer a concept that allows for a
tailor-made combination of halls. Basically all doors of the entire venue
are open for you and your event!
Plus you benefit from our extensive
experience – every year we are the
competent service partner for more
than 200 events and 1,000 conferences with 1,5 million visitors.
Would you like to find out more? Or do
you need immediate support for an
event? Do not hesitate to contact us –
we look forward to hearing from you!

HALL 3A
1,730 m²
HALL 2
1,800 m²
HALL 2U
960 m²

HALL 1
3,600 m²

Corporate, entertainment, sports or
cultural events as well as conventions and congresses of all sizes: If
you want your event to run smoothly,
you are at the right address. We offer
an all-round worry-free service that
extends from planning and technical
needs all the way to catering and ticketing, and even to benefitial marketing packages at favourable rates.
Eg. we engage our in-house call
center to market your event, if desired, or promote your event on our
website as well as our social media
channels. In addition, we collect and
process addresses, and we use our
ticketing as a digital data transaction
and touchpoint.

Jochen Meschke Managing Director
Phone: +49 231/1204-359
Fax: +49 231/1204-560
Email: veranstaltungszentrum@westfalenhallen.de

Our flexible range
of services
for your event

 Flexible network of space up to 60,000 m²
 Multi-functional rooms co-located
with the event location
 Adjacent exhibition halls
 Modern convention center
 Space capacities for up to
15,500 people per hall
 Total: 9 halls and approx.
30 rooms on site
 Moving from smaller hall to larger venue is
possible (or vice versa)
 Flexibility and versatility of our locations (technical
equipment, seating, design/decoration, etc.)
 In-house catering from gala dinners to
gastronomic services for large audiences
 Comprehensive ticketing:
We function as a full-service ticket provider
and offer numerous ticketing solutions
 Company-owned hotel in immediate
proximity on the grounds
 Attractive supporting programme:
Dortmund as well as the metropol-region Ruhr
offer diverse opportunities
 The car parks around the venue can be
used for outdoor event concepts, if agreed on.

Extraordinary events since 1925.
Veranstaltungszentrum Westfalenhallen GmbH
Strobelallee 45 | 44139 Dortmund
Tel.: +49 231/1204-359 | Fax: +49 231/1204-560
www.westfalenhallen.de

